
About the HoloLens

The HoloLens is a fully self-sufficient compu-

ter installed in glasses without cables. Easy to 

control using gestures, glances or by voice. 

The holograms produced in the glasses over-

lay but do not conceal the real environment. 

Users can fix the holograms in space and walk 

around them, explore various levels, receive  

instructions and much more.

HoloLens for engineers
Your next digitalisation project with our 
mixed reality solution

Executive summary

it-RSC is a specialist for virtualisation in the engineering field and has successfully  

implemented numerous projects of many different kinds already. Speed and the user  

experience always play a crucial role, and are realised using high-performance technolo-

gies of the partners Dell EMC, Nvidia and Riverbed. This is where it-RSC has developed the 

vCAX hardware platform. It is delivered in a flight case, from which any engineering  

process can be implemented in virtual form. Now the IT experts have added a new, highly 

innovative product for engineers to their portfolio: the brand new HoloLens from  

Microsoft. With this it-RSC has conceived practice-oriented use cases to support  

engineers in all industries, some of which have already been implemented. In process  

automation/support and in maintenance, it serves as an interface for applications that 

were almost inconceivable before.
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The challenge

Industry 4.0/digitalisation/IoT

As an innovative partner for the production industry, it-RSC strives every day to support  

its customers in digitalisation with high-quality project solutions and the best available  

virtualisation technology. Digitalisation is among the greatest challenges and biggest oppor-

tunities the industry is currently facing. New technologies and methods need to be im- 

plemented sensibly in order to optimise and individualise production processes of all kinds.

it-RSC supports this digitalisation process with the HoloLens, making knowledge that was 

previously limited to experts or the written form available to others systematically and in inter-

active form. For example in process automation and support or in maintenance. With the  

mixed reality of the HoloLens, we are already implementing actual customer projects that we 

can profitably utilise in your industry as well.

it-RSC has already developed and implemented several interesting use cases with  

the HoloLens.

Solutions with the HoloLens
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Machine and plant maintenance

Plant maintenance requires specialised knowledge on site. However, new employees are often 

not sufficiently qualified yet. Instead of deploying experts on site, it-RSC now makes expert 

knowledge accessible to any chosen maintenance employee interactively and also internationally 

with the HoloLens. The employee wears the HoloLens during maintenance, keeping both hands 

free to carry out processes according to the specifications delivered via the glasses. These specifi-

cations either consist of a recorded video sequence or live coaching by another employee linked 

in real time. 

Pipe construction in the marine industry

Printed piping diagrams are difficult to understand. Installing pipework in ships is correspondingly 

challenging. By integrating and translating the plans into the HoloLens technology, it is possible 

to precisely show where and how the pipes have to be installed in space inside the ship.  

Overlaying the instructions while moving through the actual space eliminates the complexity of 

the printed diagram and makes the individual steps apparent.

Civil engineering

The HoloLens is the ideal tool for digitalising construction progress in civil engineering. The  

nominal and actual states of construction sites can be perfectly assessed, documented and  

reconciled with planning, regardless of being present on the construction site. Workers on site  

see the final state of their trade or the entire structure, or are virtually instructed via the HoloLens. 

The mixed reality method is also ideal for showing customers the final state of their property. 

Rooms can even be virtually furnished to experience the dimensions and feel of the space.

Your individual use case

it-RSC can represent your individual use case to demonstrate the performance of the  

HoloLens for you. Simply provide a model such as a 3D drawing, which is then translated 

into an informative mixed reality process demonstrated as a proof of concept.
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About it-RSC

it-RSC GmbH is an IT service provider based in Lower Saxony, Germany. We also offer pro-

fessional services and competent consulting at our branches in North Rhine-Westphalia, 

Hesse, Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria. At it-RSC the name is the game. RockStar  

Consulting reflects the highest level of information technology expertise and therefore 

guarantees quality and reliability.

Our IT experts have more than 20 years of experience, hold numerous certifications and 

specialise in the development, implementation and maintenance of custom IT solutions. 

Thanks to structured vertical integration, we are able to work efficiently with our  

well-trained employees to find fitting and individual solutions to your problems for all  

aspects of the IT infrastructure and IT security.

+49 44549 78936 info@it-rsc.de www.it-rsc.com

For more information  
and to see the  

HoloLens in application, visit 

www.vcax.de/hololens 
 

or contact it-RSC directly.
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